
DATA SUPPLEMENT:  ALASKA LITHOSPHERIC 
MODEL DATA FILES  
One of the primary purposes of this paper was to produce a synthesis of lithospheric scale structural data 
for Alaska with a special emphasis on the region linked to the Yakutat microplate that was the focus of the 
STEEP project.   To aid future investigators we are supplying the data files used to generate all the figures 
in this paper.   This supplement describes the format of these files. 

We supply two different classes of data files:  (1) various text files that define objects in space specified 
with geographic coordinates, and (2) 3D visualization files that can be directly viewed in the open source 
package paraview (access Nov. 23, 2016).  The data are supplied as a unix tar file.   When unpacked, this 
will yield two directories (folders) at the top level of a chain of directories with these names: (1) 
geographic_data and (2) paraview_files.  As the names imply the first holds geographic data and the 
second holds all the files that can be directly imported for 3D visualization.  We describe the organization 
of each of these folders in two sections below. 

Geographic Data Files  
The data files in this paper are all simple text files with the Mac definition of newline.   Unless said 
otherwise these files define points in space with coordinates in this order:  longitude (degrees), latitude 
(degrees), and depth (km).   Larger sets of data were used to create the results in this paper, but we include 
only data unique to this paper.  Contents of different directories (folders) found under the geographic_data 
folder are described in subsections below. 

LABSurface 

All files in this directory are text files with three numbers per line in the standard order.  Some have 
embedded comments that are defined as lines preceded by the # sign. 

1. all_lab_control_points.xyz and LABcontrolpoints.xyz are intimately 
connected.  LABcontrolpoints.xyz is a decimation of all_lab_control_points.xyz used for the 
practical problem of avoiding triangularization artifacts.  We include the larger set of control 
points from which that was derived in the event others may want to use a different surface fitting 
algorithm than triangularization.   

2. clip_boundary.xyz defines a closed polygon used to mask the surface shown in this paper.  This 
file contains only latitude and longitudes and define a path for a closed polygon' 

3. LABgridpoints.xyz file defines a surface produced by remeshing the Delaunay triangularization 
surface defined by LABcontrolpoints.xyz and masking points outside the polygon defined by 
clip_boundary.xyz.  The meshed surface is defined by a set of approximately uniformly spaced 
points with masked points removed.  That is, the grid of points this file defines is not a rectangle 
but a gridded representation of the LAB surface.  If converted to a surface it will thus have 
irregular edges at the scale of the grid interval.   

MohoModel 

The files in this directory are similar to the LABsurface files described in the previous 
section.   all_moho_control_points.xyz are the points linked by Delaunay triangularization to produce our 
Moho model for the union of Pacific and Yakutat crust (subducting plate Moho surface).   That surface was 
remeshed to a set of approximately uniformly spaced points.  The points produced from that process are 
then contents of the file MOHOgridpoint.xyz.   That file is similar to LABgridpoints.xyz and was, in fact, 
produced from the same processing sequence but with crustal control points. 



The masking polygons for the crustal model are defined by two files included in this 
directory.  BauerNorthBoundary.dd defines the clip boundary at the northern edge of the model.  This is 
not a closed polygon but a curve that extends the full east-west extend of the meshed surface defined by 
MOHOgridpoint.xyz.  edge_model_polygon.dd is a comparable boundary used to mask the eastern side of 
the model as described the Supplementary Materials section of our paper. 

TopOfSlabSurface 

This directory has two files that define the control points used to build the top of slab surface: 

1. plowmodelcontrolpoints.xyz contain control points that define the top of slab where control exists. 
2. TopOfSlabExtensionControlPoints.xyz contains a set of artificial points added to extend this 

surface eastward (see text for details). 

The surface defined by the above control points was fit by Delaunay triangularization and meshed along 
flow lines computed from the Doubrouvine and Tarduno (2008) plate model for Pacific motion relative to 
North America.   The flow lines are defined by the file plowmodel_flowlines.dat.  Breaks between lines are 
defined by a single line containing the symbol ">" as used by the Generic Mapping Toolbox (GMT) 
described by Wessell et al. (2013).   These files can thus be readily plotted directly with GMT as line files. 

YakPolygon 

This directory contains two files that define models for the geographic outline of the Yakutat microplate.   
EBPolygon.dd is our hand-digitized representation of the Eberhart-Phillips et al. (2006) polygon and 
ThisPaperPolygon.dd is the replacement polygon we propose in the text and plot in Figure 10.   

Paraview Files 
All the files in the chain below this folder can be directly read as a known data type by paraview.   They are 
organized by object type and we have attempted to use file names that give hints of the contents.   The 
reason for this organization is that in visualization the action one applies to a thing depends on the object 
type and has little to do with its geologic context.   The subdirectories and their contents are defined in 
subsections below. 

Paraview has no concept of geographic coordinates so all the files here use a Cartesian system developed 
by Fan et al. (2006).  That coordinate system is uniquely defined by an origin and azimuth of rotation.   All 
of the files included with this paper use an origin at 60.5 degree North latitude, 142.8 degrees West 
longitude, and at a radius of 6162.94.   The y-axis of the coordinate system is rotated to an azimuth of 20 
degrees.   

Mapdata 

All the data files in this directory are three-dimensional versions of line files used in the Generic Mapping 
Toolbox (GMT) (Wessel et al., 2013).  The data files used to generate these lines were created by running 
the pscoast program of GMT with the -M option to dump the line data in a format described in the 
documentation for pscoast.   Files included here are: 

1. coast.vtk defines coastal outline data (-W flag of pscoast). 
2. boundaries.vtk defines geographical boundary data (-N 1 -N2 flag of pscoast). 
3. rivers.vtk defines the geographical track of rivers (-I flat of pscoast). 



Surfaces 

The files in this folder contain surfaces defined with two forms of graphic objects: (1) regular mesh 
defining a surface as set of rectangles, and (2) surfaces formed by triangulation.   Both are described in a 
text format native to the Visualization ToolKin (VTK) on which paraview is build.   i.e. these are native 
files to paraview.  

1. 1979earthquakesurfacesprojected.vtk is the extended middlebuster fault surface described the 
Supplemental Materials.   

2. DTedge.vtk, DTelliot_edge.vtk, and DTedge_no6ma.vtk define a 100 km deep vertical wall (ribbon 
shape) whose tops define Track A, Track B, and Track C Figure 3 other 3D pdfs. 

3. PakYakLABMasked.vtk defines the LAB surface of our model.  
4. PakYakMohoMasked.vtk defines the crust-mantle interface (Moho) surface of our model.   This is 

Moho for the combination of Yakutat microplate and the Pacific plate. 
5. PhaseVel2_5.vtk is a surface with an attribute defined by the estimated phase velocity at 2.5 s 

period  from Ward (2015) and illustrated in Figure S.5.  
6. fairweather_paper.vtk and steeparea_gps_faults.vtk are faults used in slip inversion by Elliot et al. 

(2010) and (2013) respectively. 
7. thatcherplafkerfaults.vtk are surfaces estimated from coastal uplift data for the 1899 earthquakes 

by Plafker and Thatcher (2008).    
8. topo_regional.vtk is a regional DEM drawn with true geometry and tagged with elevation as an 

attribute at each grid point.  
9. wangtapemoho.vtk is a complete mesh of the Moho surface from Wang and Tape 

(2014).  wtmoho_masked.vtk is the same surface with a mask applied to remove points points 
south of the area affected by subduction processes.    

Flowlines 

These files draw lines defining flowlines using the Doubrouvine and Tarduno (2008) plate model with the 
lines constrained to follow the top of slab surface.   Note these can be converted to a surface in paraview 
with their Delaunay triangularization filter.   There are two files: 

1. plowmodel_flowlines.vtk is the modified version of the top of slab using the middlebuster model to 
constrain the surface near Mt. St. Elias. 

2. flowlines_extended.vtk is the same as plowmodel_flowlines.vtk but the surface is extended outside 
the area of control as described in the main text.  

ImageVolumes 

Data in this directory are object stored as a structured grid, which in all cases here is uniformly spaced grid 
of points warped into a spherical shell.    

1. ep3DdVmodel.vts is derived from the P wave tomography model of Eberhart-Phillips et al. 
(2006).   Cells in the grid are percentage velocity perturbation from a reference model defined in 
their paper.   These data are not directly illustrated in this paper, but are supplied as a convenience 
to readers. 

2. NeqOVol.vts contains the quantitative seismicity rate metric illustrated in Animation 1.  
3. RegionalSRF.vts is the regional S receiver function image described by Bauer et al. (2014).  These 

data are not directly illustrated in this paper, but are supplied as a convenience to readers. 
4. SRFs12_2.vtk is the higher resolution S receiver function imaged Bauer et al. (2014) computed for 

the STEEP area.  ).  These data are not directly illustrated in this paper, but are supplied as a 
convenience to readers.   



PointData 

The full Alaska catalog from the Alaska Earthquake Center can be viewed with the file aeic_2000-
12_all.vtk.   Hypocenters are point objects, which means that in paraview they are invisible unless the data 
are passed through paraview's glyph filter.  This file contains all events in the catalog and is a larger set of 
points than we display in Animation 1.  

Wrangells 

This is a special folder that contains representations of the positions of the Wrangell volcanoes seen in 
Figure 3 and Animation 3. wrangell_lines.vtk draws 100 km long lines at the geographical points defined in 
the Wrangell.vtk file.  The later defines only points and can be viewed in paraview only by passing the data 
file through their glyph filter.   Figure 3 uses the later to illustrate the surface position of each of these 
volcanoes.  


